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For the post-Civic holiday week of diversityvotes.ca, close to 100 election-related articles were 
analysed. 

Major issues covered included: 

Campaign: Campaign coverage focussed on PM Trudeau’s invoking Ontario’s Ford 
government cuts and implying that a Conservative federal government would do the same. The 
contrast with Trudeau’s commitment to wage a positive campaign and these attacks was noted. 
Alberta Premier Kenney’s active campaigning for the federal Conservatives was widely covered. 

Commentary was largely negative on the poor quality of  the campaign to date: 

“Until now, however, the debate has centred on trivial issues like squabbling between the Tories 
and Liberals over the Canadian Food Guide and Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s criticism of  
Conservative Leader Andrew Scheer’s failure to take part in the Vancouver Pride 
Parade.” (Italian) 

“…it is hard to find a competent politician under the current democratic system. Prime 
Minister Trudeau has been in office for four years, and although Canadians have a lot of  
complaints about him, the other political party leaders do not appear to be a lot better. Under 
the current circumstances, Canadians can only choose the one who is not the worst, but they 
do not have the option to choose the most competent one.” (Chinese) 

“… many Canadians started to use the slogan  'Make Canada Trudeauless Again' to express 
their attitude in the upcoming election. Hats with this slogan have been circulating on social 
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media for some time now, and seem to be coming from Conservative party supporters who 
want Andrew Scheer to be the next prime minister. However, the Conservatives have not 
officially endorsed or affiliated themselves with the hats or the slogan on them.” (Chinese) 

• Election date (Jewish holiday): The decision by Elections Canada to maintain the October 21 
election date notwithstanding the Jewish holiday of  Shemini Atzeret continued to be widely 
covered, although less than the previous week.  

• Candidates:  

• Brampton North MP and Liberal candidate Ruby Sahota continued to be covered; 
• Brome-Missisquoi long-time Liberal MP Denis Paradis’s decision not to seek re-

election; 

• Edmonton Mill Woods Conservative candidate and former MP Tim Uppal was linked 
to allegations of  voter fraud plaguing the United Conservative Party; 

• New Westminster-Burnaby Conservative challenger Veck to NDP MP Peter Julian was 
announced;  

• Brampton Centre Liberal candidate Ramesh Sangha, along with Immigration 
Minister Hussen  and Brampton North MP Ruby Sahota were seen in photos; and, 

• Commenting on the Samara report on candidate nomination and selection, Uganda-
born Lilly Obina, a Conservative candidate in the 2015 federal election, and Pakistan-
born Andrew Cardozo, a prominent member of  the Liberal Party, noted that visible 
minority Canadians have realistic hopes of  winning parliamentary seats. 

• Polls: Quebec polling by Forum Research showing a drop in Liberal support and increase in 
Conservative support was covered. Nanos Research data showing that Canadians expect the 
2019 election to be nastier than previous elections drew considerable interest: 

• “The federal Liberal and Conservative Party leaders both commented on the concerns 
expressed by the respondents. Prime Minister Justin Trudeau predicted the 2019 
election will be the nastiest one yet, but Andrew Scheer responded and hinted that 
Trudeau will be the one who will make it nasty. In the recent weeks, the two leaders 
have been attacking each other on social media. Scheer has been putting in effort to 
drag down Trudeau’s reputation, but he hasn’t been very successful.” (Chinese) 

• Healthcare: Conservative leader Scheer’s commitment to maintain healthcare annual 
increases at three percent was widely covered, along with PM Trudeau’s fear mongering 
regarding possible cuts as is happening under the Ford government in Ontario. 

• Immigration: Maxime Bernier’s restrictive approach to immigration continued to receive 
widespread coverage. Minister Hussen received coverage on his defence of  the online first-
come first-served family reunification system and responded to questions on birth tourism 
(women travelling to Canada to give birth so their child will be a Canadian citizen), noting the 
small numbers and a solution may be to “crack down on illegal immigration consultants.” One 
commentary noted that: 
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• “Bernier and Alberta Premier Kenney are former cabinet members of  former prime 
minister Harper. Both of  these Conservative Party celebrities share the similarity of  
having anti-immigration sentiments and using references to the Fraser Institute’s anti-
immigration report.” 

• India: In addition to coverage of  Conservative critiques of  the Liberal governmentMs 
approach to disputes with China and Saudi Arabia, considerable coverage of  NP columnist 
John Ivison account of  Gerald Butt’s blaming the Indian government for the failures of  PM 
Trudeau’s visit to India. 

• Cost of  living: Housing costs were the main focus, with the Canadian Centre for Policy 
Alternatives report on affordability issues being cited. Brampton Conservative candidate in 
Brampton North met with former Ontario PC leader Tim Hudak and current head of  Ontario 
Real Estate Association (OREA) to criticize the Liberal government’s mortgage stress test as a 
barrier to home ownership. 

• Multiculturalism: The CBC report noting that the government received advice to shift 
emphasis from diversity and minority groups to the majority was noted. Conservative leader 
Scheer’s “unity in diversity” and inclusive messaging continued to receive coverage. 
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